For more information call 0253 447749 or visit www.mcprepair.co.uk. Also follow us on twitter @MCPReliefLtd

Part funding provided by UND professional dental business management course in London and Leeds

UND Professional has announced that dentists and senior practice managers can benefit from part funding towards their UND Professional business management course which starts in London, and, for the first time, Leeds in the early autumn.

This unique course, which looks to the EDM Level 7 Diploma in Executive Management, offers a blend of practical workshops, webinars and one to one management mentoring, and provides 90 hours of verifiable CPD.

The part-funding, which is available for a limited period, contributes £1200 towards the course fees, and a second delegate from the same practice can attend the course for half price.

Fiona Stuart-Wilson, Director of UND Professional said, “We are very pleased to have secured this funding for what is one of the most comprehensive business management courses available in dentistry, at a time when investment in training is under pressure.

In these challenging economic times, sound strategic management is crucial for long-term business success, and previous delegates tell us that this course has been of enormous practical help in ensuring that their practices thrive.

New generation of 3D CBCT

The UK’s first 3D CBCT has been installed at Parkdale Dental Clinic in Whitleyhampton in Mid Dr Jonathan Hugh enthused: “The ability to undertake 3D scans in-house speeds up the treatment planning process, and avoids the expense and inconvenience of sending patients elsewhere. I believe this investment will more than pay for itself in higher acceptance rates for treatment plans.”

Captain posterior dentistry recently introduced an 80mm diameter field of view (FOV), the R100 field includes relevant anatomy equivalent to a 100mm cylindrical scan. The Morita Veraviewepocs 3D R100 won the Innovations Award at this year’s Clinical Innovations Conference in London. A panel of eminent dentists and members of journal editorial boards decided that this breakthrough had “potential implications for enhanced patient safety.”

The verdict was that the R100 was ‘an amazing development’. Jonathan Pugh found the interactive panoramic and bi-directional scout positioning particularly useful when operating the equipment. Morris R100 standard features: High speed, high quality, true-line image - 80mm field of view (40mm diameter at R100)

• Easy and accurate automatic scout positioning - Wide choice of panoramic imaging modes Built in Japan by Morita Corporation. It has been used extensively in Japanese CBCT scanners providing world-renowned image quality.

For your free demonstration call 0494 388 3385 or email info@morris.co.uk.

Kemdent Hat Trick

Craig Mayhew, General Manager at Kemdent beat over 200 golfers to win the BDTA Golf Tournament 2012 at the Froghall Golf Club Surrey.

Craig has competed in this tournament for the last six years but has never been lucky enough to win. His father Graham Mayhew, had won the BDTA golf tournament in 2010 & 2011. Craig completed a Mayhew hat-trick and collected the prize for longest drive.

Well done to everyone who took part!

For further information on kemdent products visit our website www.kemdent.co.uk

PHILIPS

New Alpine Miser from Gendex

Quadtent have introduced a new alginite miser to their product range. The Palmar MX300 alginite miser features a modern, bulb less design with a lightweight metal mechanism, making it more resistant. The powerful motor is capable of delivering a maximum of 3000rpm to create a smooth bubble-free mix in under 15 seconds. The MX300’s memory settings (10 & 12) make it easy to use and ensure a good quality mixture. The Palmar MX300 is the perfect companion for daily use.
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